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QUESTION 1

When using new output management in SAP S/4HANA, how does the system process a BRF+ decision table to retrieve
the required result? Choose the correct answer. 

A. Every row is processed in sequence. In each row, every condition column cell is processed from right to left. If the
condition in each condition column cell is met, the field values in the result columns are returned. 

B. Every condition column is processed in sequence. In each condition column, every row is processed from top to
bottom. If the condition in each condition column cellist met, the field values in the result columns are returned. 

C. Every row is processed in sequence. In each row, every result column cell is processed fromleft to right. If the
condition in each result column cell is met, the field values in the condition columns are returned. 

D. Every row is processed in sequence. In each row, every condition column cell is processed from left to right. If the
condition ineach condition column cell is met, the field values in the result columns are returned. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer learns that SAP S/4HANA reporting uses Core Data Services (CDS)views. What are some advantages of
using these? Choose Two correct answers. 

A. CDS views can be combined with the analytical engine of embedded BW to provide more advanced reporting
options. 

B. CDS views present a persistent data layer that speeds up reporting. 

C. CDS views allow for the reuse of existing reporting authorizations due to full ASAP integration. 

D. CDS views replace SAP Smart Business cockpits. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

To what do you assign a material exclusion procedure? Choose the correct answer. 

A. Sales itemcategory 

B. Schedule line category 

C. Sales document type 

D. Copy control for sales documents 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which confirmation strategies can you select when executing backorder processing (BOP)? Choose Three correct
answers. 

A. Fail 

B. Lose 

C. Split 

D. Fill 

E. Win 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which business partner categories can you use to create customer master records? Choose Two correct answers. 

A. Organization 

B. Customer 

C. Vendor 

D. Person 

Correct Answer: AD 
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